Defining, explaining and understanding hormesis.
A problem that hormesis has in being more scientifically accepted is (1) proving that only one mechanism accounts for both the 'beneficial' and 'toxic' parts of the biphasic dose-response curve and (2) giving substantial evidence against the interpretation that 'hormesis' is the sum of many different mechanisms which add up to either 'beneficial' or 'toxic' in two different parts of the dose-response curve. Hormesis may consist of a initial beneficial dose region where several mechanisms are operating (just for the sake of argument let us say 3 mechanisms) and the overall sum of these 3 mechanisms is 'beneficial' to the organism. At higher, toxic, doses, many more mechanisms are operating (just for the sake of argument let us say 8 mechanisms) and the sum of all these 8 mechanisms puts the organism in the 'toxic' part of the biphasic dose-response curve.